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Abstract. In this paper we consider a simpliﬁed model for a system of hydro-electric power stations with reversible turbines.
The objective of our work is to obtain the optimal proﬁt of power production satisfying restrictions on the water level in the
reservoirs. Two different numerical approaches are applied and compared. These approaches center on global optimization
techniques (Chen-Burer algorithm) and on Projection Estimation Reﬁnement method (PER method) used to reduce the
dimension of the problem.
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INTRODUCTION
In [5], it is considered a simpliﬁed model for a cascade of hydro-electric power stations where some of the stations
have reversible turbines. The objective is to optimize the proﬁt of power production. The problem is treated in the
framework of optimal control theory and sufﬁcient conditions of local optimality are deduced.
In this paper we consider a cascade with two hydro-electric power stations. The ﬂuxes of water to turbine or pump
on each power station are the controls and the maximization of the proﬁt of energy sale is the objective function. The
state variables represent the water volumes in reservoirs which are subject to some constraints. The presence of these
constraints and the nonconvexity of the cost function contribute to the complexity of the problem.
After the discretization of our problem we obtain a problem of maximization of a indeﬁnite quadratic form subject
to linear constraints. The nonconvexity of the cost function enables the existence of several local maxima and the
application of global optimization methods is necessary. We use the Chen-Burer algorithm developed to minimize
general quadratic form subject to linear constraints in Rn (for details, see [4].)
Two different approaches are discussed and compared. In the ﬁrst one, we directly apply the Chen-Burer algorithm.
In the second approach we use a speciﬁc structure of the cost function that allows us to reduce the dimension of the
problem constructing a projection of the set of feasible solutions onto a subspace of the cost function arguments. Then
the Chen-Burer algorithm is applied to the projected low-dimensional problem. After that, an approximate solution to
the original discrete problem is obtained solving a simple convex programming problem and is used as an initial guess
for local optimization methods.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
For a cascade with 2 hydro-electric power stations, the dynamics of water volumes, Vk(t), k = 1,2, is described by the
following control system V˙1(t) = A−u1(t), V˙2(t) = u1(t)−u2(t),
where the controls u1(t)and u2(t) are the water ﬂows for each reservoir, at time t, and A is the incoming ﬂow.
The control variables and the water volumes satisfy the following technical constraints:
Vk(0) =Vk(T ), Vk(t) ∈ [Vmk ,VMk ], uk(t) ∈ [umk ,uMk ].11th International Conference of Numerical Analysis and Applied Mathematics 2013AIP Conf. Proc. 1558, 630-633 (2013); doi: 10.1063/1.4825570©   2013 AIP Publishing LLC 978-0-7354-1184-5/$30.00630
Here Vmk and V
M
k , k = 1,2, stand for the imposed minimum and maximum water volumes, respectively; u
m
k and u
M
k ,
k = 1,2, are the imposed minimum and maximum the water ﬂows. The objective is to ﬁnd optimal controls uˆk(·) and
respective volumes Vˆk(·), that lead to an optimal management of water in the system:
J(u(·),V (·)) =
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where c(·) is the price of the energy, Hk, k = 1,2, are the liquid surface elevations and Sk, k = 1,2, are the areas of the
reservoirs.
In this work we assume that the price c(·) takes constant values c1 and c2, on the intervals [0, T2 [ and [T2 ,T ],
respectively. With this c(·) and replacing the control variables by equivalent expressions obtained from the control
system, we write (see [5] for details) the cost function as
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.
The discretization of this problem is constructed in the following way. Let N be an even number. We deﬁne new
variables x and y as
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,
The cost function takes the form
I(x,y) = 〈a,x〉+ 〈b,y〉+ 〈x,Qx〉 → min, (1)
where a and b are appropriate vectors gathering the linear part of the cost relative to x and y and Q is an appropriate
matrix deﬁning the quadratic part of cost function.
The constraints of the problem are translated into
Vi(k) ∈ [Vmi ,VMi ], for k = 0, · · · ,N−1 and i = 1,2,
V1(k)+A−V1(k+1) ∈ [um1 ,uM1 ], for k = 0, · · · ,N−2,
V2(k)+V1(k)+A−V1(k+1)−V2(k+1) ∈ [um2 ,uM2 ], for k = 0, · · · ,N−2,
V1 (N−1)+A−V1(0) ∈ [um1 ,uM1 ], V2 (N−1)+V1 (N−1)+A−V1(0)−V2(0) ∈ [um2 ,uM2 ].
NUMERICAL METHODS
We directly apply the Chen-Burer algorithm to the discretized problem. This algorithm combines a ﬁnite branching
based on the ﬁrst order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions with polyhedral-semideﬁnite relaxations of completely po-
sitive programs (see [4]). The time taken by this algorithm is very long and we consider another approach. Before
applying Chen-Burer algorithm we reduce the dimension of the problem using the Projection Estimation Reﬁnement
method (PER) from [1].
With this method the orthogonal projection P of a polytope X onto a subspace is approximated by a sequence of
polytopes P0,P1, ...,Pk, ... that tend to P, and Pk ⊂ P for all k. The number of vertices of polytopes increase by one
at each iteration. Every next polytope is constructed on the basis of the previous one using procedures of computing
the support functions for the projection P and Fourier-Motzkin convolution method ([2]). In [3] a robust algorithm for
solving this problem was proposed.
For approximating polyhedra, two descriptions are constructed simultaneously, one as a set of their vertices and
the other as a system of linear inequalities. Knowing inequalities of internal approximating sets and the values of
the corresponding support functions, it is easy to ﬁnd external approximating sets P¯0, P¯1, ..., P¯k, which contain the
projection P, i.e., Pk ⊂ P ⊂ P¯k for all k. 631
FIGURE 1. (Left) 1st iteration - the initial set; (Center) 2nd iteration - the most distant new point  is included into the convex
hull; (Right) Internal estimation (convex hull of vertices) and external estimation (described by constructed support-planes);
The ﬁrst two pictures in Fig.1 show an iteration on the constructing process of orthogonal projection. Computational
details and a discussion of these techniques for polyhedral approximation can be found in [6]. Returning to our
discretized problem, deﬁne a new variable z = 〈b,y〉 and exclude the variable V1(1) which can be written as
V1(1) =−
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The cost function (1) can be expressed in terms of x, z
〈a¯, x¯〉+ 〈x¯, Q¯x¯〉 → min, (2)
where x¯ = (x,z), a¯ = (a,1), and Q¯ =
(
Q 0
0 0
)
.
The projection of the set of feasible solutions onto the subspace of variables (V1(0),V1(N/2),V2(0),V2(N/2),z) is
constructed using PER method. With this projection and cost function (2) we get an optimization problem in R5. The
Chen-Burer algorithm is applied to this problem and a solution is obtained. A simple convex programming problem is
then used to get an approximate solution to original discrete problem. Finally, this approximate solution is used now
as an initial guess when applying a local optimization method.
Next we present numerical results obtained when the following data for parameters of problem are considered
Vm1 = 86.7, V
M
1 = 147, V
m
2 = 48.3, V
M
2 = 66, u
m
2 = 0, u
M
2 = 0.8316, u
m
1 =−0.3456, uM1 = 0.4392,
N = T = 24, c1 = 2, c2 = 20, H1 = 3, H2 = 1, A = 0.1589, s1 = 81.7, s2 = 44.5.
Results obtained with direct use of Chen-Burer Algorithm
Directly application of Chen-Burer algorithm to the discretized problem gives a solution shown in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 2. Results for the Discretized problem
This global solution has cost 308.918 e. The execution time is 24 hours.
Results with PER method
Using PER method [1] we get a feasible set for the projected problem (exterior approximation with 15 inequalities).
The Chen-Burer algorithm is applied to this problem and the obtained solution is
ˆ¯x = (xˆ, zˆ) = [140.66, 147, 48.30, 49.16, −68.18.]632
An approximate solution to the discretized problem is obtained solving the following convex quadratic programming
problem: minimize ‖Π(y)− xˆ‖2, s.t. Ay ≤ b, Aeqy = beq, LB ≤ y ≤UB,
where y= (V1(0), V1(1), · · · , V1(N−1), V2(0), V2(1), · · · , V2(N−1)), Π(y) = (V1(0), V1(N/2), V2(0), V2(N/2)),
and xˆ = (Vˆ1(0), Vˆ1(N/2), Vˆ2(0), Vˆ2(N/2)). We used the function QuadProg from the Matlab.
FIGURE 3. Approximate solution
This solution together with xˆ is then used as an initial guess for the optimization package from [7]. The ﬁnal result is
presented in Fig. 4
FIGURE 4. Final results with new approach
The cost associated to this solution is the same. The comparison of two approaches is presented in table 1.
TABLE 1. Comparison of methods
1st approach 2nd approach
• Chen - Burer Algorithm • PER • Chen - Burer Algorithm
(directly) • QuadProg • Local optimization
Total time execution 24 hours 1.48 min
Note that different optimal trajectories on the 2 approaches are due to non-uniqueness of solution to this problem.
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